KRAPOW PLATTER MENU
MEAT PARTY

£60
(4-6 ppl )

£90
(8-10 ppl )

£170
(10-15 ppl )

Prawn Crackers

x2

x4

x5

Pow Pow Wings

x3

x4

x4

Thai Fries

x1

x2

x3

Chicken Larb

x2

x3

x3

Mini Thai Chicken Burger

x6

x 10

x 12

Plain Fries

x1

x2

x3

Vegetable Spring Rolls

x2

Moo Ping

x4

£60
(4-6 ppl )

£90
(8-10 ppl )

£170
(12-15 ppl )

Roasted Cauliflower Larb

x2

x3

x3

Spicy Pumpkin Fritters

x2

x3

x5

Thai Fries

x1

x2

x3

Plain Fries

x1

x1

x3

Mini Tofu Burger

x5

x 10

x 12

Cauliflower Bites

x2

x3

x4

VEGAN PARTY

Vegetable Spring Rolls

x2

Grilled Veg Skewers

x4

MEAT SHARING

£55
(4-6 ppl )

PowPow Wings

x3

Thai Pork Bites

x3

Plain Fries with dips

x3

VEGAN SHARING

£45
(4-6 ppl )

Spicy Pumpkin Fritters

x3

Cauliflower Bites

x3

Thai/Plain Fries with dips

x3

If you have specific dietary requirements or require allergy information, please let us know. Please be aware that food containing
allergens is prepared and cooked in our kitchen and therefore cannot guarantee our dishes are 100% allergen free.

PLATTER MENU

SLIDERS

CRUDITES

SANDWICHES

6 for £25

£25
(6-8 ppl)

£15
(4-6 ppl )

CHOOSE BETWEEN:
Beef
Fried Chicken
Tofu (vg/v)

Carrots, peppers,

CHOOSE 1 FILLING

cucumber and

PER PLATTER:

houmous

Cheese & tomato

Add a platter of plain

Ham and cucumber

fries for £10

Egg mayo
Vegan cheese & tomato

BUFFET MENU
£15 per head
(MIN 50 ppl )
*CHOOSE 2 CURRIES:
(Both served with rice)
Beef Massaman Curry
Yellow Curry with Chicken OR Pumpkin
Red Curry with Chicken OR Pumpkin
Jackfruit Penang Curry
*GAI TOD (THAI FRIED CHICKEN)
*CAULIFLOWER BITES
*PLAIN FRIES
SERVED IN BUFFET STYLE
The curries and rice are kept hot in chafing dishes.

If you have specific dietary requirements or require allergy information, please let us know. Please be aware that food containing
allergens is prepared and cooked in our kitchen and therefore cannot guarantee our dishes are 100% allergen free.

